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Roaming Pathway Leading to Unexpected Water þ Vinyl
Products in C2H4OH Dissociation
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ABSTRACT We report molecular dynamics simulations of the unimolecular
dissociation of energetic C2H4OH radicals using a full-dimensional potential
energy surface (PES) fit to density functional theory (DFT) and coupled cluster
(CCSD) calculations. Quasiclassical trajectories are initiated on the surface using
microcanonical sampling at a total energy of 85.0 kcal/mol (44.1 kcal/mol relative
to the zero-point energy). The trajectories reveal a roaming channel leading to the
formation of water. The transition state (TS) corresponding to direct water
production is energetically inaccessible. However, the roaming pathway finds a
lower-energy path via frustrated dissociation to hydroxyl that makes water þ vinyl
production feasible. The trajectory calculations suggest that the roaming pathway
constitutes a minor (a few percent) channel of the overall C2H4OH dissociation. The
mechanism of the roaming reaction is analyzed in terms of the geomteric
proximity of the TSs leading to OH loss and internal abstraction as well as the
partitioning of vibrational energy into different modes.
SECTION Dynamics, Clusters, Excited States

in the dissociation coordinate must be within a 100 cm-1
range of the threshold for radical dissociation. In this range,
the hydrogen atom is free to make large excursions away
from HCO, and it can access the region of the PES where
it can abstract another hydrogen.1,2,8,9 In acetaldehyde, a
similar pathway leads to the formation of CH4 þ CO
through a roaming mechanism involving CH3 and HCO. It
is believed that the proximity of the energy thresholds for
the direct formation of CH4 þ CO and for the loose roaming
TS favor the roaming reaction.4,10-12
Previous roaming studies have focused primarily on the
dissociation of closed-shell molecules into two radicals. In this
paper, we present a theoretical study that demonstrates the
existence of roaming when the initial dissociation creates a
radical and a closed-shell molecule. Provided that there exist
regions of the PES that allow the initial fragments to spend
sufficient time in reasonable proximity, conditions may exist
that allow access to geometries favorable for internal abstraction. Such conditions appear to exist in the dissociation of the
2-hydroxyethyl radical (CH2CH2OH). The lowest dissociation
pathway, which leads to OH and C2H4, contains a hydrogenbonded complex. This attractive interaction allows the OH
radical to roam a region of the PES near the ethene product and potentially abstract a H atom, yielding H2O þ C2H3.
The abstraction OH þ C2H4 f H2O þ C2H3 is exothermic
but proceeds over a barrier of 5-6 kcal/mol.13-16 Our

R

ecently, there has been considerable interest in roaming processes in molecular dissociations. In these
processes, two incipient radicals may spend several
hundred femtoseconds at separations of between 3 and 4 Å
before sampling an orientation that leads to an internal
abstraction leading to other products. Because such large
radical-radical distances place the nascent fragments on flat
regions of the potential energy surface (PES), the fragments
move almost independently of each other and are able to
sample many different relative orientations, hence the term
“roaming''.1 In several recent combined theory and experiment papers, it has been demonstrated that under certain
conditions, the two radicals may roam until they reach an
attractive portion of the PES that leads to internal abstraction
and then to molecular products. According to these studies,
roaming-type mechanisms should, in fact, be quite general in
molecules for which an initially frustrated dissociation can be
followed by a barrierless internal abstraction.2-7 While most
often roaming accounts for only a minor fraction of the total
products, under favorable conditions, roaming may even be
the dominant mechanism and certainly needs to be taken
into account for a complete picture of molecular dissociation.
Theoretical studies of roaming in acetaldehyde and formaldehyde dissociation have identified certain conditions that
favor the existence of and branching to a roaming channel.
In formaldehyde, the molecular products H2 and CO can
be formed both via a direct pathway and a roaming pathway that involves partial dissociation to H þ HCO. For
roaming, the correct amount of vibrational energy must
be sequestered in internal motions of HCO, and the energy
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Table 1. Selected Stationary Points on the PESa
label

location

M1

CH2CH2OH

TS1

CH2CH2OH f CH2CH2 3 OH

M2

CH2CH2 3 OH

P1
TS2

CH2CH2 þ OH
CH2CH2OH f CH2CHOH þ H

curvature (cm-1)

potential (kcal/mol)
0.00

NA

28.40

87.3

total (kcal/mol)
0.00
25.95

RQCIT/QCI14 (kcal/mol)
0.00
26.8

26.06

NA

24.75

24.3

27.92
37.24

NA
925.4

26.66
33.37

26.2
33.1

P2

CH2CHOH þ H

33.13

NA

28.20

27.2

TS3

CH2CH2OH f CH3CHOH

39.96

1337.9

37.53

38.3

M3

CH3CHOH

-8.46

NA

-8.58

-6.5

TS4

CH2CH2OH f CH3CH2O

34.4

2017.9

32.48

31.9

M4

CH3CH2O

-0.65

NA

TS5

CH2CH2 þ OH f CH2CH þ H2O

30.24

P3

CH2CH þ H2O

16.88

0.24

3.4

1174.6

30.50

31.1

NA

13.09

17.9

a

Minima are labeled with the letter M, transition states are labelled with TS, and products are labelled with P. For the transition points, curvature refers
to the frequency of the imaginary normal mode. All potential energies are given relative to the potential energy at M1 (E = -154.434157 hartree), and
all total energies are given relative to the total energy, including the zero-point energy, at M1 (E=-154.368929 hartree). The values calculated by
Senosiain et al. are also shown.14

show that when there is a favorable energy partioning
between C2H4 and the dissociation coordinate, some nascent fragments can react to give water plus vinyl via a
roaming mechanism.
To investigate the dissociation dynamics of the C2H4OH
radical, we constructed a full-dimensional PES. The surface
is a permutationally invariant fit to CCSD/cc-pVDZ energies
located near the minima and B3LYP/cc-pVDZ points describing the various dissociation and product channels. All calculations were performed using Q-Chem.45 The full surface was fit
to over 50 000 ab initio data energies, which were distributed
among all possible minima, products, and fragment channels
(see Supporting Information for details). We used high-order
permutationally invariant polynomials based on Morse variables46 to fit the surface. Several fits were performed using
different combinations of the data and fitting parameters in
order to verify the robustness of the PES. All of the results
presented below, however, are from the optimum fit.
To validate that the fitted PES reproduces key stationary
points (extensively characterized in ref 14), we performed
geometry optimizations and several TS searches to locate the
stationary points on the fitted PES. TSs along dissociation
pathways were located by minimizing all remaining degrees
of freedom while scanning along a single internal coordinate
that was held at a fixed value, and they were verified by a
calculation of the harmonic frequencies and the identification
of a single imaginary frequency mode. We found that our PES
contains all of the relevant minima, TSs, and products. A list of
stationary points that are relevant to the isomerization or
decomposition of CH2CH2OH is shown in Table 1 (see Supporting Information for details).
The PES contains TSs and product channels associated
with all pathways for CH2CH2OH dissociation up to approximately 60 kcal/mol above M1. A complete listing of the
stationary points including comparisons to previous works
can be found in the Supporting Information. Here, we focus
primarily on the regions of space associated with TS1, M2,
and TS5, which are shown in Figure 1.

calculations show that when there is proper energy partitioning between the C2H4 fragment and the dissociation coordinate, a fraction of the nascent fragments can react to give
water plus vinyl.
The chemistry of hydroxyethyl radicals and their isomerization and dissociation products is important in combustion and atmospheric chemistry.13,14,16-39 The 2-hydroxyethyl radical is an intermediate in the OH þ C2H4 reaction18,26,29,32,33 and has been stabilized at low reaction
temperatures.14,23-26,28,30,31,36 The major decomposition
channel of CH2CH2OH in its ground electronic state is CH2CH2 þ OH.14,18,26,27,29,33 Minor decomposition channels
appear at higher energies and include H þ vinyl alcohol
(ethenol), H þ acetaldehyde, and CH3 þ formaldehyde, with
the latter two being generated via isomerization to the ethoxy
radical.14,33,40 Experimentally, CH2CH2OH radicals can be
produced efficiently by photolysis of haloethanols,19-22,34,40
generating rovibrationally excited 2-hydroxyethyl radicals with
maximum energies that exceed the dissociation threshold.
Numerous theoretical studies of the ground-state decomposition and isomerization of CH2CH2OH have been
published.13,14,16,30,35,37-39,41-44 These studies, none of
which employed dynamics calculations, explored limited
regions of the PES. One interesting finding was that the
lowest dissociation pathway, which leads to OH and C2H4
products, involves a weakly hydrogen-bonded complex,
which plays an important role in the work reported here.
Motivated by recent experiments, we undertook a fulldimensional dynamics study of the decomposition of CH2CH2OH. In doing so, we discovered that the hydrogen-bonding
interaction allows the OH radical to roam a region of the PES
near the ethene product and to abstract a H atom, yielding
H2O þ C2H3. The barrier to the direct formation of water
from CH2CH2OH (i.e., through a TS connecting CH2CH2OH
with H2O þ C2H3) is much higher than the 5-6 kcal/mol
barrier for abstraction, about 40 kcal/mol above the OH þ
C2H4 energy.13 The high barrier has led previous studies to
neglect the possibility of water formation. Our calculations
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can interact with a hydrogen on the ethene (Figure 1). TS5 is
5-6 kcal/mol higher in energy than TS1. While TS5 is tighter
than TS1, as seen from the imaginary frequencies, there is
some flexibility, particularly with respect to rotation of the
dihedral angle of the H atom in the hydroxyl group.13
Although TS5 and TS1 are connected by a monotonically
decreasing path, this path does not correspond to an intrinsic
reaction coordinate and is less steep than the path connecting TS5 with P3 and P1.
We performed quasiclassical trajectory calculations using
the PES. The initial conditions were chosen such that the
total vibrational energy, including zero-point contributions,
was 85.0 kcal/mol. Removing the zero-point portion left the
molecule with 44.1 kcal/mol of internal energy, which is near
the upper limit obtained by the photodissociation of 2-bromoethanol (BrCH2CH2OH) with 193 nm light.22,34 The energy
was distributed randomly among the normal modes, calculated at M1, with the constraint that all modes had to contain
at least zero-point energy (ZPE). On the basis of the energy,
each mode was assigned a vibrational quantum number
based on the harmonic approximation, which was then used
to generate a random phase for the normal mode. After
projecting out angular and translational velocities, the displacements and momenta were then iteratively scaled to achieve
the desired energy. For a select number of trajectories, we
also performed ab initio direct dynamics with B3LYP/aug-ccpVDZ using MOLPRO.47
The PES was designed primarily to explore the highdimensional space describing 2-hyxdroxyethyl dissociation.
While the surface contains all of the relevant stationary points
and is similar to the PES published recently near the
minimum,35 the high-energy saddle points are typically only
within 2-3 kcal/mol of previous theoretical results.13,14 Thus,
the surface should be able to qualitatively reproduce the
dissociation dynamics and explain mechanisms but is not
yet sufficiently accurate to quantitatively predict branching
ratios.
The dynamical coupling among different vibrational
modes leads to long-lived trajectories that typically need to
be propagated for tens or hundreds of picoseconds before
dissociating. At 44 kcal/mol of internal energy (relative to the
ZPE), the major channel is dissociation to OH þ ethene, with
small fractions of products in all three other channels. This
qualitatively agrees with experimental results.14,20-22,33,40
A feature which has not been predicted by statistical methods,
however, is the presence of a small, but appreciable, fraction
of H2O in the products. As the TS leading to direct formation
of water is above the energy available in the calculations, as
discussed above, this dissociation channel must be produced
by an alternative mechanism, as detailed below.
While statistical models are useful in predicting branching
ratios and offering insight into reaction mechanisms, they are
usually insensitive to structures of the PES away from TSs and
products, which may play a significant role in certain reactions. Importantly, it is still unknown whether statistical
models are capable of treating roaming mechanisms in this
case. Provided one can locate appropriate dividing surfaces
and properly count the density of states, a statstical approach
may be successful. Starting from CH2CH2OH, the channel

Figure 1. The transition states TS1 (OH loss channel) and TS5
(abstraction channel) and the hydrogen-bonded complex M2.
All distances are given in Å.

Among multiple dissociation channels available to C2H4OH,14 we focus on the following
CH2 CH2 OH f CH2 CH2 þ OH

ð1Þ

OH þ C2 H4 f H2 O þ C2 H3

ð2Þ

Reaction 1 proceeds via the hydrogen-bonded intermediate
M2. The TS connecting CH2CH2OH and M2, TS1, has characteristics of both product and reactant states. The hydroxyl is
at a distance of r(C-O) = 2.75 Å, but its orientation relative to
CH2CH2 is similar to that in CH2CH2OH. The CH2CH2 fragment is already nearly planar and resembles ethene. However, the orbital structure is distorted and, unlike the hydrogenbonded complex, does not have a fully formed π system (see
below). M2 has a fully formed ethene fragment, characterized by its π highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO),
with the OH slightly further away, r(C-O) = 3.3 Å, oriented
so that its hydrogen atom is pointing into the π cloud of
ethene. On our PES, the energy required to completely
dissociate to OH and ethene is slightly higher than the energy
of TS1, allowing OH to become temporarily trapped, consistent with previous calculations.13,14 We also find a small
barrier, <0.5 kcal/mol, separating M2 from P1, which we
think is an artifact of the fitting procedure and small enough
to not materially affect our calculations. Finally, the TS corresponding to hydrogen abstraction by the hydroxyl, TS5,
has a similar r(C-O)= 2.5 Å distance to TS1, but with OH
rotated about the ethene so that a lone pair on the oxygen
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Figure 2. Relaxed energy path corresponding to loss of OH in the
dissociation CH2CH2OH f CH2CH2þOH. The transition state is
relatively flat, and there is a weakly bound hydrogen-bonded
complex occurring at r(C-O) ≈ 3 Å.

leading to direct water loss has a TS that requires over 70 kcal/
mol of internal energy, which precludes access to this channel
at our energy.13-16 We find, however, that water can be eliminated via a mechanism that involves frustrated dissociation
of OH, followed by internal abstraction, namely, a roaming
mechanism. The relaxed energy pathway leading to OH þ
ethene, computed by pulling the O away and allowing all
other degrees of freedom to relax, evolves via a weakly bound
complex and includes a fairly flat, shelf-like region between
r(C-O) = 2.0 and 2.75 Å. Near TS1, the OH fragment undergoes a large relative rotation, leading to a bump in the energy
when viewed along the r(C-O) coordinate. Prior to this
rotation, the OH fragment is aligned such that the H atom is
pointing away from the ethene, while afterward, the H atom
points toward the ethene. The flat region around TS1 allows
the departing OH fragment to either get trapped near the
ethene or return after venturing to significantly extended
distances (Figure 2). While the fragments are trapped briefly
in this region, the OH may abstract a hydrogen from ethene,
thus forming the energetically more stable H2O þ vinyl
products, which quickly dissociate. In order for this abstraction to occur, a barrier of about 6 kcal/mol (relative to this
region of the PES) must be overcome. Analysis of the trajectories indicates that two types of motion are particularly
effective in overcoming this barrier, namely, internal rotational energy imparted to the OH fragment and vibrational
excitation of the bending modes of C2H4.
Two representative trajectories are illustrated in Figure 3,
which shows the r(C-O) bond distance and the kinetic energy
of the OH fragment during the part of the trajectory where
water is formed. The total lengths of the trajectories are 10 and
12 ps, respectively. During several periods before the reaction
commences, the average distance of the C-OH stretch and
the average kinetic energy in the OH fragment remain fairly
constant. In the middle period, the OH has partially detached
and is in the region of the hydrogen-bonded complex from
which it starts to get pulled back toward the ethene at the end
of the trajectory. While the OH is distant from the ethene, the
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Figure 3. Kinetic energy in the C-O bond stretch and r(C-O)
bond length during two H2O loss events. In the top trajectory, until
t = 0 fs, the OH fragment undergoes normal oscillations for about
10 ps. From t = 50 to 300 fs, the OH fragment begins to move away
and enters a region of increased r(C-O) bond length and decreased vibrational kinetic energy until at t = 350 fs, the OH
abstracts a hydrogen from the same carbon from which it dissociated to form water þ vinyl. In the bottom trajectory, after 12 ps,
the OH fragment roams from t = 100 to 200 fs when it abstracts a
hydrogen from the other carbon and dissociates.

ethene can rotate almost independently, and therefore, when
the OH is finally pulled back, the orientation is favorable for
abstraction to form water, as evidenced in the last portion of
the trajectory. The roaming part of the trajectories lasts
a couple of hundred femtoseconds, similar to the case of
formaldehyde. While there are two barriers in the dissociation
of CH2CH2OH to OH,48 we find that it is only the inner barrier,
associated with TS1, rather than the outer barrier (between
M2 and P1) that plays an important role in the subsequent
OH þ ethene abstraction. This can be justified by geometric
considerations since at the minimum M2, r(C-O) is 0.5 Å
longer than necessary for access to the abstraction TS and the
OH orientation is wrong.
In order for the trajectory to form water, OH and ethene
must transition from the region of phase space corresponding
to complex formation to the region favorable to the abstraction TS. With energies in the C-O vibrational mode near the
threshold for dissociation, OH can spend an extended amount
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the minimum required in the vibrational coordinate, propelling it toward the second carbon. (Movies of both trajectories
are available as Supporting Information.)
Quasiclassical trajectories are known to have problems
with conservation of ZPE because the energy originally present as ZPE is free to be redistributed during the course of the
trajectory. We have ignored trajectories leading to pairs of
products that do not contain enough internal energy to satisfy
the respective zero-point requirements for each. Throwing
away these trajectories decreases the relative yield of H2O þ
vinyl because more trajectories leading to H2O þ vinyl violate
ZPE than trajectories leading to other products. However, in
both cases, the branching is small (1.6% keeping all trajectories versus 1.2%). The redistribution of ZPE into other
vibrational modes also allows for the observation of products
below their calculated thresholds. For instance, the observed
threshold for water formation is near the TS5 barrier height of
30.50 kcal/mol. However, because classical dynamics allows
ZPE to “leak'' out of normal modes, a small amount of water
formation can still be observed somewhat below the energetic
barrier. The overall branching to water formation is somewhat
sensitive to the heights of different barriers as well as the exact
fitting parameters used. Although there was considerable
variation within different versions of the potential, the two
types of trajectories shown in Figure 3 were consistently seen,
and the water channel was always observed. On the PES
reported here, branching to water loss represented approximately 1% of the overall products, comparable to the formation of the H þ CH2CHOH channel (P2), which was recently
observed experimentally.40
The evolution of the HOMO reveals that water loss involves
the creation of two distinct species and therefore is not a
concerted process. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the HOMO
during one trajectory leading to water formation. The two
upper panels depict the early parts of the trajectory. The
HOMO at the starting geometry (panel a) can be described
as a lone pair p orbital on the carbon not bonded to oxygen
with contributions from the σ-bonding CH part (between the
other carbon and each of its hydrogens) and the lone pair on
the oxygen.
In the lower left-hand corner (Figure 5c), which corresponds to the part of the trajectory where the OH group is
roaming, the HOMO has a clear π-like character on the ethene
fragment as well as the lone pairs on oxygen. This picture
indicates that the C-O bond has formally been broken and
that the hydroxyl is far enough away to be considered a
separate species. The attractive hydrogen-bonding interaction
between the H of OH and the π cloud of ethene, however, is
sufficient to prevent the two fragments from falling apart and
eventually leads to their final approach in the lower right-hand
corner (Figure 5d) to form water plus vinyl. As the OH leaves,
the ethene flattens, rotating the C-H σ-orbitals into the plane
of the ethene. When it moves further away, the HOMO on
ethene continues to rotate, eventually forming the π system of
ethene.
This paper presents a theoretical study that predicts a
roaming-type mechanism for the production of water þ vinyl,
which is inaccessible at the avaialable energy used here
via direct predissociation of the 2-hydroxyethyl radical.

Figure 4. Fraction of vinyl produced with v > 0 in a specified
normal mode of vinyl ordered according to ascending energy (in
cm-1, the frequencies are 730, 850, 965, 1077, 1419, 1689, 3118,
3222, and 3298). The fraction is calculated as the sum of all
product states with v > 0 in a particular mode divided by the
total number of product states. The low-frequency bending modes
show considerable excitation, whereas the stretching modes
remain relatively unexcited. The probabilities do not sum to unity
because product states typically have excitations in multiple
modes.

of time at C-O bond distances close to both TS1 and TS5. This
allows for two types of reorientation to occur, independent
rotation of the two fragments and out-of-plane excursions of
the hydrogen atoms due to vibrational energy in the bending
modes of ethene. The reorientation is partially facilitated by
the flatness of the PES in this region. Changes in the dihedral
angle defining the direction that OH points relative to ethene
result in almost no change to the potential energy over a wide
range of angles. As long as the hydrogen is pointing somewhat
into the π cloud of ethene, there is still a favorable interaction
which holds the hydrogen-bonded complex together. TS5 also
appears to be somewhat loose with regard to similar motions,
which increases the likelihood of a roaming OH finding the
correct geometry to abstract the hydrogen. This flexibility is
important in allowing kinetic energy from several different
sources to contribute to overcoming the barrier. A harmonic
final state analysis of the vinyl fragment shows considerable
vibrational excitation in the low-frequency bending modes,
with only a small excitation in the stretching modes (Figure 4).
The distorted geometry of the water in TS5 leads to excitation
of its bending and asymmetric stretch modes.
The initial rotational impulse imparted to OH before it
begins roaming determines from which carbon the OH finally
abstracts the hydrogen. There appears to be a slight preference for abstracting from the same carbon to which the
oxygen was attached (approximately 54% of trajectories) as
opposed to the other carbon (46% of trajectories). The two
types of trajectories shown in Figure 3 are representative of
those leading to abstraction from the same (top) and from
opposing (bottom) carbons. In the top trajectory, the internal
energy is primarily located in vibrational motion associated
with the C-O stretch, and the nascent OH fragment is formed
with small rotational energy. In contrast, the second trajectory
has the OH possessing a large rotational component and only
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Figure 5. The evolution of the HOMO during a trajectory leading to H2O. The initial CH2CH2OH HOMO (top-left) is rotated into the π-like
orbital of ethene as the OH fragment leaves (top-right and bottom-left), until the lone pair on the OH fragment is able to interact with and
abstract a hydrogen from ethene (bottom-right).

We demonstrate that this channel proceeds through frustrated ethene þ OH dissociation. The existence of the weakly
bound CH2CH2-OH complex in the product channel enables the roaming OH to find a favorable orientation to
abstract a hydrogen from ethene. Interestingly, the trajectories indicate that hydrogen can be abstracted from either
the 1 or 2 carbons. The presence of the complex at relatively
large fragment separations serves to frustrate fast and direct
dissociation and allows a small fraction of the dissociating
molecules to access parts of the PES, leading to abstraction
of a hydrogen by the departing OH.
There are two interesting features that have not been
previously considered in the roaming discussion. First, the
roaming involves a reaction between a closed-shell molecule
(ethene) and a radical (hydroxyl). Second, we show that the
small barrier to the abstraction can be overcome by rovibrational motions in the fragments. While such events represent
a particularly fortunate confluence of circumstances, that is,
near-dissociation threshold energy in the C-O vibrational
mode as well as the correct phase and partitioning of energy
into vinyl bending modes, they still posit the existence of a
previously unexplored channel.
The goal of the present paper was to establish the roaming
mechanism under a set of conditions that is close to what can
be achieved experimentally. While the PES is not yet sufficiently accurate to predict quantitative branching ratios, small
variations in relative barrier heights do not eliminate the
roaming channel. In the future, we plan to refine the PES,
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as well as study the influence on branching ratios of specific
modes of rovibrational excitation in the radical. In addition,
the roles of the binding in the hydrogen-bonded complex and
the abstraction reaction barrier height will be explored.
Importantly, this work suggests that mechanisms such as
roaming may allow access to reaction pathways that classical
TS theory may exclude. In this case, direct water loss would
involve a TS that is energetically inaccessible, and therefore,
the only pathway leading to water formation is roaming.
While our calculations suggest that the branching to this
channel is small, the formation of water is persistent, and
we predict that it could be observed in experiments with
sufficient sensitivity. In fact, enhancement in the 121.56 nm
laser ionization signal at the mass of the deuterated vinyl
radical has recently been observed by Reisler and co-workers
in the 202-207 nm photolysis of BrCD2CD2OH, but its origin
could not be definitively attributed to the secondary dissociation of CD2CD2OH (private communication). Vinyl products
have been recently detected by Butler and co-workers from a
nonthermal distribution of CH2CH2OH radicals (produced by
193 nm photolysis of BrCH2CH2OH) with rovibrational energies above the OH þ ethene entrance channel (private
communication). We conclude, therefore, that roaming reactions involving small internal barriers to abstraction are
possible, and in the future, we will explore the influence
of different parameters such as barrier heights, geometry,
and vibrational excitations in order to assess whether such
channels can become significant contributors.
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